TO ERR IS HUMAN, TO FORGET IT WOULD BE DIVINE.

SNO-FOO 2009–Robert Hellstrom

The heart and soul of the ESC are the Proceedings. Thus, it is a sad sad day when the musings of the august members of the ESC headed for print “fame” are lost because of a back up boofoo. To paraphrase: “For the want of a hard drive, the files were lost! “

Yet there arose a silver lining, because our faithful contributors resent the files and we got more papers! Stop the presses! So why award the sno-foo? Well, it’s a case of fool me once fool me twice – a second hard drive failed – something about the computer not being turned off properly – (through no fault of the editor mind you). This second offending hard drive ended up in the Hellstrom family diaper bag, where it may still be today. Enough said - we got the poop on Robert.